Abstract: Software systems are composed of components acquired from different sources, e.g. subcontractors, component providers, and open source software providers. Therefore, integrability is one of the most important qualities in software development. Extensibility is especially important in open source software systems because they evolve according to the needs of the user community and often into a direction not originally foreseen. Integrability evaluation refers to testing if separately developed components work correctly together. Extensibility evaluation focuses on how new features, originated from customers' demands or new emerging technologies, could easily be developed and exploited in systems without losing existing capabilities. The impact of changes to the system also has to be estimated. This can be done by a method called IEE, which enables extensibility and integrability evaluation from software architectural models. The contribution of this paper is to introduce the IEE method and illustrate how it is to be used with a real world case study. In the case study, we applied the IEE in evaluating the architecture of an existing open source tool. Evaluation revealed a need to introduce two new extension points to the architecture and also that an integration framework is needed to integrate the tool under evaluation with other supporting tools.
INTRODUCTION
Software systems, especially software families, are integrated systems based on proprietary components, commercial components, open source components and specific components of 3rd parties adapted to the needs of particular software systems [1, 2, 3] . In this context, software family refers to a collection of software-intensive systems that share common features and architectural concepts in order to fulfil a specific mission. The quality of the used heterogeneous components has a strong influence on the quality of target systems, because the scope of a software family architecture is broader than that of a single system architecture. The quality of a family architecture is of high importance because it is a long term investment; the life span of a family architecture ranges from 5 to 25 years. The aim of integration is to cut down development costs and to shorten the time to market by using components that can be integrated together for achieving the desired functionality. Because of changing customer needs, there is a challenge to keep software architecture stable and flexible at the same time. It is not easy to continuously provide new products to the markets based on emerging technologies, and still to remain competitive in terms of product quality. In software families, the trend is to concentrate on the differentiating parts of systems and to use the 3rd party software for commonalities [4] . Thus, integrability may be even more important in the development of software intensive systems in the future than it is today. Because of the unpredictability of changes in customer needs and markets, architecture has to remain flexible, allowing new features and components to be added to software systems during their evolution.
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The importance of extensibility and integrability is particularly evident in the context of open source software. Open source software development is global movement that seems to be changing the way of software development as we have known it so far. Open source software is made available with its source code and under a license that allows anyone to use, modify, and distribute the modified or unmodified version of the software [5] . It is mostly developed by volunteers who work in a distributed environment [6] . Eric Raymond [7] resembled the open source development into "a great babbling bazaar of differing agendas and approaches". In other words, open source software systems are constructed from modules developed by business and community actors whose skills, interests and agendas may vary significantly. The requirements engineering process is typically incremental, user-driven and decentralized and therefore the requirements are most likely to increase beyond those foreseen [8, 9] .
Although there are a number of different quality evaluation methods and techniques available, e.g. for evaluating interoperability [10, 11] , extensibility [12] , architecture mismatches [11, 13] and multiple quality attributes [14] , to our knowledge there is no method for integrability and extensibility evaluation that would cover software development from integrability and extensibility (IE) requirements specification to architecture design and that would enable quality evaluation from architectural models. Scenario development and scenario evaluation are the common activities for all scenario-based methods. The main differences between methods are; how early in the software architecture design the method is used, what quality attributes the method supports and how easy it is to apply and integrate to the design process [15] .
Our contribution is an IEE (Extensibility and Integrability Evaluation) method that is an integrated part of the QADA® (Quality-driven Architecture Design and quality Analysis) methodology [16] . If a software architecture has been developed in accordance with QADA, the use of the IEE method takes only some extra working hours. The method can be easily learned and adopted by architects and quality engineers, especially if already familiar with the principles of QADA. The method supports two quality attributes, integrability and extensibility, which are of great importance for evolvable software systems. QADA also provides other evaluation methods, e.g. RAP (Reliability and Availability Prediction) [17] and AEM (Adaptability Evaluation Method) [18] , for other quality attributes. In this paper, the IEE method has been applied to a case called Stylebase for Eclipse 1 . The case study is an open source tooling environment for software architects and designers.
The structure of the paper is as follows. The background section introduces the topic by discussing the selected aspects of software architecture. After that an overview of the IEE method is provided, followed by the description of the case study. The case exemplifies how the method can be used to evaluate integrability and extensibility aspects from architectural models. The main sections in evaluation are impact analysis, quality and variability analysis, hierarchical domain analysis, scenario modeling and quality evaluation. Discussion summarizes our experiences on using the method and concludes the paper.
BACKGROUND Software Architecture
A commonly agreed 2 , short definition of software architecture is the structure of the software system including components and relationships. Further, in literature, there has been defined at least seven different meanings for software architecture. In general, architectural models document architecture to the body of knowledge for reusing the architecture at multiple levels of granularity [19, 20, 21] . Quite recently some guidelines for software architecture documentation, such as [20, 22] , have emerged.
Further, architecture models are a manifestation of the earliest design decisions [23, 20, 21] and a means of abstraction [20, 24] to understand the system. Examples of design decisions are the decisions such as "we shall separate user interface from the rest of the application to make both user interface and application itself more easily modifiable". Manifestations of the design decisions are many and they may even be as small as definition of components and connectors.
Also, software architecture models can be seen as the language for communication [23, 20, 21, 24] . The role of architecture models is also to provide analysis opportunities at early stages of development [19, 20] . Architecture model is also an expression of the system's evolution [19, 20] and a management instrument [20, 24] .
As the meanings of software architecture are many, the role of software architect has become very demanding. The level of abstraction has risen, required amount of cumulative knowledge has exploded and international and multicultural environments with geographically distributed development sites emphasize an ability to communicate ideas clearly. Clements et al. [26] made quite an extensive survey on the duties, skills and knowledge required from software architects today. The survey covered, e.g web pages, books, job descriptions and university courses on software architecture. This study considered that software architect and quality analyst play one role and therefore, the duties of software architect include project and requirements management and also architecture evaluation and analysis duties. In addition to communication skills, an architect needs the skill for abstraction, i.e. skills for handling the unknown and skills for handling the unexpected. These are two different but related skill sets. Skills are important but, useless without competent and appropriate knowledge on e.g. computer science, architecture concepts, technologies and platforms, programming and knowledge on organization's context and management.
Considering architecture concepts -among the most important ones are software patterns. Software patterns [23, 26, 27] encapsulate the idea of communicating insight and experience about common software engineering problems and their solutions [23] . Nowadays, software community is using patterns widely for software architecture and design. An architectural pattern expresses a fundamental structural organization schema for software systems, which consists of subsystems, their responsibilities and interrelations [26] . For example, layered architecture is a call-andreturn style, when it defines an overall style to interact. When it is strictly described and commonly available, it is a pattern [26] . A design pattern is smaller in scale, describing a schema of communicating objects on design level. Design patterns are based on practical solutions implemented in mainstream programming languages [27] . Each software pattern implements tactics to achieve a particular goal (e.g. better performance or dynamic extensions) and also makes choices about tactics. Therefore, patterns are often concerned with different quality attributes and the design process involves making a choice of which patterns best provide the desired qualities [28] .
Generally speaking, qualities, quality goals, quality attributes, quality requirements or, non-functional requirements, see e.g. [29, 30, 23, 31] , answer to the question how well whereas software functional requirements answer the question what. In the next section, it is discussed about quality-driven software architecture development i.e. an architecture design and analysis approach that is driven by quality goals.
Quality-Driven Software Architecture Development: Design and Analysis
Quality-driven software architecture development emphasizes the importance of qualities, wherein qualities refer to the non-functional properties of software products. The approach relies on gathering, categorizing and documenting quality properties as at least equally important requirements as functional requirements and constraints, and utilizing the gained knowledge in architectural design. The quality-driven design is further complemented with an architectural analysis. Architectural analysis is about testing the architecture model produced in the design, i.e. verifying whether the architecture meets the quality goals set in the very beginning.
These two activities combined together form an interacting pair of activities in software architecture development 3 .
The work described in this article is a part of a long-term research started in 2000 [32] , namely the development of the QADA® (Quality Driven Architecture Design and Analysis) methodology. The development has been done in a sequence of various types of research projects involving several researches, each project and researcher focusing on certain part(s) of the methodology. The research approach of the whole concept is to create, validate and improve parts of the methodology as methods, techniques and realizations, to evaluate the parts and therefore to iteratively elaborate the methodology. Methodology parts are individual methods, wherein a method [33] denotes (1) an underlying model, (2) a language, (3) defined steps and ordering of these steps and (4) guidance for applying the method complemented with (5) tool support.
The focus of the QADA methodology is on identifying as many as possible of the design problems and quality goals in architecture design and analysis. In the design, this is achieved by identifying system stakeholders, analyzing target system quality goals from the point of view of several different stakeholders and describing the architecture and quality with models from various viewpoints so that the appropriate knowledge reaches each stakeholder. The analysis considers quality goals of architecture and products from the point of view of at least developers, users and customers.
Integrability and Extensibility as Quality Attributes
Integrability means an ability to make separately developed components of a system to work correctly together. Integrability is related to interoperability and again, interconnectivity. Interoperability is the ability of software to use the exchanged information and to provide something new originated from exchanged information whereas interconnectivity is the ability of software components to communicate and exchange information. Thus, interconnectivity is a prerequisite for interoperability and those two -interconnectivity and interoperability -are intertwined with functionality and visible at runtime [3] .
Integrability has a decisive impact on the development and evolution of a system, due to which it should be taken into account as well as the other features of a system family, such as domain requirements, coarse grained architectural elements and the practices used for developing and maintaining a system family and deriving products from it. Interoperability is considered when components and their interactions are defined in detail and finally observed as executable models, simulations and running systems. Extensibility is the ability to extend a software system with new features and components without loss of functionality or qualities specified as requirements. In order to evaluate integrability and extensibility (IE), architecture characteristics should be identified from architectural models and components documented in a way that assist IE evaluation.
OVERVIEW OF THE IEE METHOD
This section provides an overview of the IEE method, one of the evaluation methods provided by the QADA methodology. The details will be clarified later when we explain 3 http://virtual.vtt.fi/qada how the method is applied in the case study. IEE is a scenario-based evaluation method. It is aligned with the principles of QADA and consists of the following three phases: Phase 1: Defining quality goals and quality criteria.
Phase 2: Defining and modeling change scenarios for IE evaluation.
Phase 3: Evaluating integrability and extensibility of the family architecture from architectural models. Fig. (1) presents the main activities of the IEE method defined by a UML2 activity diagram. The horizontal swimlanes are named according to the engineering stakeholders or roles responsible for the defined activities and the vertical swim-lanes are named according to the main phases of the IEE method.
The first phase includes four activities: impact analysis, quality analysis, variability analysis and hierarchical domain analysis. Domain experts are responsible for impact analysis and quality analysis. In the impact analysis, the domain experts identify and elicit the interests of the business stakeholders and technical stakeholders, define the standards, regulations and practices to be followed in the domain. This activity results in a list of the stakeholders and quality goals. Software family architects identify and define variability of functional and non-functional capabilities inside a family (i.e. variability analysis), and categorize capabilities to service taxonomy taking into account the defined functional capabilities, quality goals, variability and commonality of the capabilities (i.e. hierarchical domain analysis). Phase 1 results in a list of prioritized quality criteria against which the architecture is evaluated. Instructions how to define quality goals and quality criteria, and how to represent the required and provided quality properties in architectural models are given in [34] . The article describes thoroughly the QRF (Quality Requirements of a software Family) method and produces an evidence how it is applied in the context of a software product family.
In (Fig. 1) , the phase 2 is presented as one combined activity: scenario modeling. The purpose of this phase is to define and model a representative set of change scenarios and, if necessary, enhance the existing architectural description with information relevant to the IE evaluation. The scenarios represent possible future needs as regards to integration and extension of a software family. The scenario modeling consists of the following tasks: 1) defining scenarios for integrability and extensibility, 2) selecting appropriate views and patterns for describing architecture, 3) defining matching conditions for interface evaluation, and 4) defining assumptions, architectural constraints and design rationale for each view. The phase results in the description of a software family architecture at the point where all figurative change scenarios have realized. The description includes a complete set of views (e.g. structure, behavior, deployment and development) and selected styles and patterns. The results are used as input to the phase 3.
In the third phase, quality analysts evaluate the integrability and extensibility of the architecture and compare the evaluation results to the defined quality criteria. In quality evaluation, the following activities and techniques are applied: 1) architecture mismatch analysis is done by com-paring component features and used styles and patterns, 2) dependency analysis is used for checking dependencies between interfaces, dependencies between variabilities and dependencies between the binding times (i.e. when variation takes place), 3) extensibility analysis is used to identify in which part the architecture extension points are required and how effectively extensibility patterns are used in the architecture, 4) comparative analysis is applied to compare the evaluation results to the quality criteria, identifying conflicts and making tradeoffs, and finally 6) evaluation results are reported as proposed improvements and identified unsolved problems, which are returned to the software family architects for the next iteration phase.
The quality evaluation is done iteratively and incrementally. First, the quality criteria, which have high importance and affect many parts of the architecture, are evaluated. If these qualities are not met to the requirement, architecture refinement is required and after refinement the quality criteria of high importance are re-evaluated. Secondly, quality criteria of high importance but small impact are evaluated. Third, quality criteria of medium importance for any part of the architecture are taken under evaluation. Last, quality criteria of low importance are checked. The approach allows to focus first on the most important qualities and thereafter to make tradeoffs among the less important quality criteria.
CASE DESCRIPTION: STYLEBASE FOR ECLIPSE TOOL

Overview of the Stylebase for Eclipse Tool
The case study is a model repository tool which is the starting point for the Stylebase for Eclipse 4 product family. Stylebase for Eclipse is a tooling environment for software architects and designers. [35] which means that there are no core tools in the platform itself and all functionality is implemented as extensions, a.k.a. plug-ins. Each plug-in can define its own access points and extension points, which allow communication with other plugs in a controlled but loosely coupled manner [36] .
Stylebase is a knowledge base which stores information and guidelines of architectural styles, architectural patterns and design patterns in a uniform manner. The idea of maintaining an architectural knowledge base is an important part of QADA methodology [37] discussed previously. The stylebase helps a software architect in selecting styles and patterns, which promote the desired quality goals.
The starting point of the Stylebase for Eclipse product family is a basic tool for browsing and maintaining the stylebase. The tool can be used for both designing and evaluating software architecture. While designing a new architecture model, an architect searches the stylebase according to the desired quality characteristics and selects patterns on that basis. When used for evaluation, an architect detects which patterns have been used in an architecture model and then checks from the stylebase which qualities are associated with these patterns.
The open source implementation of the tool was developed based on previous work [38, 39] than 2000 downloads on the project website [40] . Five developers have contributed code to the project; three of them are volunteers who come from outside of our research institute.
Software Architecture of the Stylebase for Eclipse
In this section, the current architecture of the model repository tool is described. The following points are discussed: database schema, internal architecture of the tool, outside interface and the selected third-party components and technologies [41] .
The tool stores the descriptions of architectural styles and patterns in a relational database. The database was designed in the third normal form (3FN) in order to keep the schema simple and easy to maintain. Fig. ( 2) presents the most essential fields of the tables and illustrates dependencies between them. The abbreviations "PK", "U", and "I" stand for primary key, unique index and index (non-unique), respectively. The table "patterns" contain three large fields. The "model" field contains the data model of a pattern, i.e. structural representation of its components and their interrelations, typically an UML diagram in XML format. "Guide" is a large text field containing the documentation of a pattern, typically stored in HTML format. The field called "picture" stores graphical representation of the pattern in binary format (e.g. jpg/gif). The internal architecture of the model repository tool follows the well-known model-view-controller (MVC) pattern (see e.g. [26] ). In the MVC architecture, the user input, the manipulation of data and the visual feedback to the user are separated and handled by controller, model and view objects respectively. The pattern supports extensibility [26, 41] and is well-suited for Eclipse plug-in development [41] . In fact, the Eclipse platform itself also follows the modelview-controller architecture [42] . Fig. (3) shows how the core plug-in implements a model-view-controller pattern. In order to increase the level of modularity, the architectural subcomponents communicate with each other via predefined interfaces (IF).
The view component is responsible for providing the Graphical User Interface (GUI). View attaches to a model and shows model contents on the display. The model notifies the view when model contents have changed and then the view redraws the affected part of the image to reflect these changes. The view also detects GUI events (e.g. mouse click, button press) and sends them to the Controller. A Controller receives events from the View and then commands the Model (Admin) to perform actions based on the input. The Model (Admin) updates data both in the model container and the remote database. Upon initialization of the program, the Model (Admin) reads data from database and fills the container. MySQL has been selected as a relational database system and its functionality is hidden behind generic interface. There is also a system component which provides small number of static functions which are accessible from all parts of the Stylebase for Eclipse core plug-in.
The tool also implements access points and extension points which facilitate users to develop downstream plug-ins without touching the source code of the core plug-in. Access points are implemented by building and exporting API (Application Programming Interface) packages. They define a set of functions which developers of other plug-ins may use without detailed knowledge of their internal workings. Extension points are implemented with the extension point mechanism offered by the Eclipse PDE (Plug-in Development Environment). They provide framework for, not only using, but also enhancing the functionality of the core plugin. The access and extension points provided by the core plug-in are as follows [38] :
Controller Access Point
Provides access to the control component. It allows integrators to associate the controller actions of the Stylebase for Eclipse with the GUI of another plug-in for example to open a dialog for editing quality properties or to check who is locking a pattern.
Model Access Point
Gives access to the Model component. It provides a set of methods for retrieving and updating essential data in the Stylebase.
SQL Database Access Point
Provides direct access to the underlying relational database though SQL query language. It helps in implementing specific functionality not provided by the model interface.
Model Extension Point
Provides the means of adding new models, units for storing, and handling different types of data.
GUI Extension Point
The extension point provides the means of customizing the user interface of the Stylebase for Eclipse. It allows extenders to add their own views and/or menu items to the main view of the Stylebase for Eclipse. In order to provide the desired functionality the core plug-in is integrated with various tools developed by other open source communities. Fig. (4) illustrates the selected technologies and their providers as follows [43] . The MySQL database and the associated JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) Driver are provided by a company called MySQL and the open source community it supports. Eclipse Platform and Eclipse Plug-in Development Environment (PDE) are developed by respective communities under the official Eclipse project. The Standard Widgets Toolkit (SWT) is a graphics library for Eclipse plug-ins. The SWT project is managed by the Eclipse platform community, but new widgets originate from the Nebula project which is a source of supplemental SWT widgets and an "incubator" for SWT. Fig. (3) . The current architecture of the Stylebase for Eclipse represented with component diagram. From this view point, the stakeholders of the Stylebase for Eclipse tooling environment are as follows:
End User
Utilizes core tools, i.e. the basic functionality of the Stylebase for Eclipse, together with patterns and styles that are distributed with the product.
Advanced End User
Utilizes the extended tooling environment, i.e. both the basic tools and various extensions developed by other stakeholders. This creates new styles and patters and stores them into a local or company-wide database.
Plug-in Extender
Builds custom extensions (i.e. downstream plug-ins) to the Stylebase for Eclipse. Extension may be intended either for personal use or for redistribution.
Plug-in Integrator
Integrates Stylebase for Eclipse programmatically with other plug-ins to improve usability or enhance functionality. Typically acts also as a Plug-in Extender.
Committer
Contributes code to the Stylebase for Eclipse project. Same as Plug-in Integrator or Plug-in Extender, except that enhancements are published as part of the official Stylebase release. In addition, makes modifications (enhancements, bug fixes) to the basic tools. Experienced committers act as product architects.
Project Leader
Makes final design decisions (as to the development of the core tools) and acts as a product family architect.
When considering the impacts of quality goals from the point of view of business, it is notable that the same customer may act in several software engineering roles. Table 1 presents customer roles (i.e stakeholders defined from business or organizational view point) and their typical relationship to software engineering roles (i.e. stakeholders defined from technical view point).
Quality Goals
Once the stakeholders have been identified, IE quality goals of each stakeholder are elicited. Quality goals to be evaluated concerning integrability (I1 -I6) on the architecture level are listed below.
Advanced End User
I1:
The product supports a wide range of data models. Consequently, diagrams can be exported and imported to/from heterogeneous modeling tools. Rationale: It is much more convenient to use a familiar modeling tool than purchase a new tool and learn to use it.
Integrator
I2:
The product can be programmatically integrated with other plug-ins with minimum development effort. Stylebase plug-ins can be treated as "black box" components if desired. Rationale: If integration requires deep knowledge on the Stylebase architecture or is otherwise time-consuming it will turn away potential volunteer contributors and/or increase expenses of a commercial actor.
I3: Plug-ins in the product family can be developed and tested independently from each other, but still work together as a coherent whole. Many developers can work simultaneously on the product family source code. Rationale: There is no way an open source project could mature unless software architecture supports parallel development [44] . In a modular architecture, developers do not have to learn their way through all the source code before they can start contributing [45] .
Committer
I4:
The architectural styles of different plug-ins in the product family conform with each other. Rationale: Style conformance decreases the time that developers need to spend in learning the product family architecture. It also eases the integration of plug-ins to some extend.
I5:
An existing 3rd party component, which is used by the core product, can be easily substituted with a different one. Rationale: While open source markets evolve, it may be beneficial to switch to a new component or technology which better provides the desired functionality.
I6:
Subcomponents of each plug-in can be developed separately from each other, but still operate together as a united whole. Several developers can work simultaneously on the source code of each plug-in. Rationale: Open source development model requires modularity, see rationale for the goal I3.
The quality goals of extensibility (E1-E3) evaluation at the architectural level are as follows.
Extender
E1:
In addition to patterns, the knowledge base supports to store various types of architectural styles (for example macro, micro and reference architectures plus other, so far undefined, types of styles and patterns). Rationale: Different user groups use the Stylebase 
Individual (OSS) Developer
Utilizes design patterns which come with the product. May store his/her own design patterns and idioms for reuse and share them with fellows. May built custom extension for personal use or even contributes to global release as a committer.
End User Advanced End User Plug-in Extender Committer
Open Source Integrator
Develops an integrated system and uses selected modules of the Stylebase for Eclipse product family as part of it. May contribute to the global Stylebase release.
Plug-in Integrator Plug-in Extender Committer
Small Company as Utilizer
Stores both design patterns and architectural patterns for reuse. The knowledge is shared in a local or distributed development team.
Advanced End User
Big Company as Utilizer
Same as the small company, but can spent more effort in deploying the product, e.g. by integrating it with other tools of their choice.
Advanced End User Plug-in Integrator plug-in for different ends and thus need to store different types of data. E2:
Downstream plug-ins can be built with minimum development effort and without touching the source code of the core plug-in. Rationale: Modularity facilitates parallel development and allows the core product to stabilize [45] . If building extension is laborious, it will turn away potential volunteer contributors and/or increase expenses of business actors. Furthermore, the architecture of the Eclipse framework is based on the idea of having piles of plug-ins built on top of each other [35] .
Committer
E3:
A new feature can be added to the core plug-in with minimum development effort and without changing the existing architectural style. The architecture remains simple and easy to learn. Rationale: This saves development efforts and helps to keep the product evolving.
QUALITY AND VARIABILITY ANALYSIS
The purpose of quality analysis is to separate quality concerns related to business, constraints and functionality. The purpose of the variability analysis is to define the requirements that vary on the business domains or stakeholders and to separate commonality and specialty of variations in domains. The variability analysis is then continued by considering dependencies of the IE goals [34] .
In Table 2 , quality goals are categorized and the importance of the quality goals is estimated from the view point of each stakeholder. Fig. (5) represents the Strategic Dependency Model [46] , which describes the dependencies between quality goals, functional domains and stakeholders. The circle corresponds to stakeholder, rectangles to the required functionality and ellipses to the IE requirements. Arrows indicate dependencies (e.g. a plug-in integrator is dependent on quality goal I2 and relies on committer stakeholders to implement that goal). 
HIERARCICAL DOMAIN ANALYSIS
When IE quality categories have been defined and their prioritization has been done, the hierarchical domain analysis is used to map the quality goals into to domains, subdomains, components or services of an application. Table 3 presents the domain specific IE goals, i.e. goals that apply to a certain domain/domains of the core plug-in. These goals also apply to respective domains of dependentplug-ins which are later added to the Stylebase for Eclipse product family.
Three of the previously defined goals are not mentioned in the Table 3 because they cannot be assigned to a particular domain of the core plug-in. These goals must be implemented in the entire architecture as presented in Table 4 .
The purpose of the hierarchal domain analysis is to identify quality goals whose influence on the family architecture is the largest. Goals that are not domain specific (I3, I4 and E3) have the highest impact and are capable of breaking the entire software architecture in the case of conflict. Goals such as E1 and I1, which apply to basic functions on storing 
Product Family Architecture
13:
Product family architecture must consist of several loosely couple plug-ins rather than few large ones.
14:
Architectural style selected for each plug-in must confirm with styles of other plug-ins in the product family.
Plug-in Architecture E3: Each plug-in must implement an architectural style that supports extensibility.
and retrieving data, also have a significant influence. On the other hand, we can notice that goals E2 and I2, for example, apply to limited points in the architecture. In case of conflicts, there would be no need to re-design the whole software architecture and therefore we can state that these goals have smaller influence.
PRIORITIZING QUALITY GOALS AND DEFINING CRITERIA
The hierarchical domain analysis and variability analysis are used to prioritize the quality goals. In this case study, the goal I1 stood out as the most important from the view point of stakeholders (see Table 2 ). Hierarchical domain analysis (see Table 3 and Table 4 ) ranked the goals I3, I4 and E3 as the most crucial.
At the end of this phase, one needs to decide which quality goals are selected for evaluation. In commercial projects, cost factors have obviously impact on how many quality goals are considered important enough to be evaluated. The goals can be grouped into categories according to their significance and the evaluation should always start from the most important ones. In this case study, the target system is relatively small and the list of quality goals did not grow too extensive. It was therefore decided to evaluate all quality goals. Table 5 summarizes solution strategies for each quality goal. The strategies constitute the technical evaluation criteria and shall be discussed in detail later on.
SCENARIO MODELING
As explained previously, the IEE method is a scenario based evaluation method. The scenarios are created by considering possible ways in which the product might be integrated or extended in the future. Since it is clearly infeasible to identify and include all possible scenarios, we defined three scenarios which represent the following categories: (1) replacing existing components, (2) adding new features by building a dependent plug-in and (3) adding new functionality by integrating with another plug-in. This section describes three scenarios which cover the evaluation of the nine quality goals defined previously.
Scenario 1: Replacing a Third Party Component with Variants
The current version of the Stylebase for Eclipse relies on MySQL database for storing patterns. Therefore all users are required to install MySQL which, according to feedback from the community, makes the installation process too time-consuming and error-prone. In this scenario, a new variation point is introduced into the Stylebase for Eclipse product family. Product variant A will be based on a MySQL while product variant B shall be based on a relational database product such as HSQLDB, which can be embedded into a Java application in a way invisible to the end-user. Variant C shall be based on a file database. All the products shall offer essentially the same functionality.
As previously illustrated by the current architecture of Stylebase for Eclipse (see Fig. 3 ), the Model component is divided into two parts: the Model Administrator and the Container. The primary function of the Model Administrator is to update the Container and construct SQL strings. The scenario requires that functionality common for all products (i.e updating the Container) is detached from the Model Administrator. Once this is done, one can make one Model Administrator for constructing SQL strings (for products A and B) and another for constructing XML queries (for product C).
In the Eclipse framework, functional variability is typically implemented by splitting one plug-in into several dependent plug-ins [47] . The plug-ins are then bunched together to create the desired functionality for each version/product. Fig. (6) illustrates how plug-ins should be combined to create product variants A, B and C as defined previously. The division contributes to modularity as required by the goal I3.
IE quality goals require a comprehensive set of access and extension points, which are the only points of communication between plug-ins. Therefore, two new extension points must be added: (1) an extension for adding new "Model Administrators" to the Core Plug-in and (2) an extension point for adding support to new SQL clients 6 to the SQL DB Plug-in. A new Model Administrator class can implement the same interface as the old class and thereby conforms perfectly to the existing architectural style. Similarly, it is easy to add support for a new relational database because functionality specific to the MySQL Client is encapsulated in a Façade [27] class which implements a generic interface. The Façade can be quickly transformed into an Adapter [27] . However, there is more than just adapting interfaces. While vast majority of used SQL statements are such that they can be understood by any relational database product, there may be exceptions. For example, the syntax of an SQL clause which performs full text searches on MySQL is not supported by other database products. The issue needs to be addressed, for example by sub classing the Model Administrator inside the SQL DB Plug-in. Fig. (7) presents the new structure of the product family architecture. The plug-ins communicate with each other via access points (AP) and extension points (EP). The new components added in this scenario are highlighted with red color while the yellow color identifies the old components which have been modified and/or relocated. The green components remain unchanged in this scenario.
Scenario 2: Building a Custom Extension to Enhance the Functionality of an Existing Service
In this scenario, the core capabilities of the Stylebase for Eclipse are enhanced. The tool is made capable of storing and browsing reference architectures (see e.g. [23] ) in addition to design patterns and architectural patterns. Further- 6 A third-party plug-in to support Oracle client is included in Figure 7 as an example on how the SQL Client Extension point may be used. Firstly, possible changes to the database schema need to be examined. The existing database schema is illustrated in (Fig. 2) (see section "Software Architecture of the Stylebase for Eclipse"). Because data model of each pattern is stored in XML format into a large text field, the database schema does not anyhow restrict the type of model being stored. The "patterns" table can thus store reference architectures without any modifications; it could be obviously renamed as "styles" to describe the new content. In addition, a new table is needed to store the relationships between styles and patters. Fig. (8) illustrates the database schema after a new table called "Style Relations" has been added.
The structure of the Container component in the core plug-in reflects to that of the database schema. It only contains basic fields -such as ID, name and description -which are required by patterns and reference architectures alike. Large text and binary fields are not stored in the run-time container but fetched from database per request. Reference architectures can thus be stored into the same container and managed by the same model administrator classes as patterns.
In the previous scenario, SQL Plug-in and XML File DB Plug-in were assumed to provide the same operations and thus implement the same interface. This scenario introduces new functional variability as only SQL based product should detect relationships between models. There are two alternative solutions. Firstly, the SQL/XML plug-ins can implement different interfaces and, in this case, an Adapter class should be added to the core plug-in. Secondly, new operations can be encapsulated into a separate plug-in which enhances the functionality of the SQL plug-in. The last mentioned solution was selected, because this scenario also introduces enhancements to the view and controller components. Considering that not all products in the product family use the features, it is not desirable to include them into the core plug-in.
The new plug-in shall also follow the Model-ViewController architecture. The plug-in needs a view component for implementing new GUI elements and relies on the GUI extension point for attaching these enhancements to the core plug-in. The Model component of a new plug-in will store and manage the data on style relations. It provides content for the View component, together with the Model of the core plug-in. The dependent plug-in also implements its own SQL Model Admin which enhances the one of the SQL Plug-in. Fig. (9) illustrates the structure of the new plug-in and how it communicates with other plug-ins (UML2 component diagram). The red color highlights the components added in this scenario.
Scenario 3: Adding New Functionality by Integrating with Another Plug-In
In order to provide more benefits to the end-users, patterns and styles stored in the stylebase should be easily exported and used in combination with other plug-ins. In this scenario, we integrate Stylebase for Eclipse with the Eclipse Modeling Framework.
The first consideration is the interoperability of data models. The Eclipse Modeling Framework relies on an Eclipse UML data model called "eCore" which is part of the Eclipse UML2 metamodel framework. Practically, every UML modeling tool on the market produces a different type of data model. There is no widely accepted standard which would be specific enough to ensure compliance. A few modeling tools (e.g. Rational Rose and Topcased) can generate Ecore models, but many others (e.g. ArgoUML, Start UML) cannot. Therefore we first have to implement an additional component which can perform conversion from heterogeneous data models to the "eCore" model and back.
The converter component is not only required by EMF integration but by the whole product family. The converter is needed, for example, to enable the users of heterogeneous modeling tools to share the same knowledge base. Model conversion can thus be regarded as one of the most essential components of the Stylebase product family. Despite of its central role, we decided to model the converter as a separate plug-in. This would facilitate parallel development and allow the converter to be used in combination with any other plugin, which, in turn, could attract other communities to share the development effort.
In addition to the model conversion, Stylebase for Eclipse needs to open or create an EMF project and launch the EMF Editor. This is done by using a customizable wizard provided by the programming interface of EMF. If the files are edited with the EMF, the Stylebase for Eclipse should be capable of loading updated patterns back to the knowledge base. This is done by using Eclipse resource handling capabilities together with a component called EMF Model Exporter. Fig. (10) illustrates the new structure of the product family architecture. The components implemented in this scenario are highlighted with red color. The support for EMF is again encapsulated into a separate plug-in. The EMF Support Plug-in has its own View and Control components, but relies on the Model component of the core plug-in. The View component implements one or two menu items which extend the context menu of the main view. The Controller retrieves desired patterns from the Model component and passes them to the EMF Adapter. The EMF Adapter uses the Conversion   Fig. (10) . Adding new functionality by integrating with EMF. Plug-in to translate pattern's data model into eCore format and then sends it to the Eclipse Modeling Framework for processing. The Conversion Plug-in contains a number of actual converters, which translate an Ecore data model into a format understood by a particular UML tool and then back. There is one converter for each model type. Because individual converters may come from a third party, one cannot count on them to implement the same interface and, consequently, an Adapter is needed.
QUALITY EVALUATION
Once we have modeled the architecture to support the IE evaluation, we must evaluate how the quality goals are met in the architecture. The evaluation is based on the scenario modeling illustrated above. The format used in reporting the evaluation results is specified as following:
• Identifier and name of the quality goal
• Goal definition: What is the concrete definition for this quality goal? • Strategy: How do we plan to achieve the goal?
• Evaluation on how current architecture supports the quality goal • Status: How well is the goal achieved? (fully/mostly/ partially/not achieved)
I1: Support for Heterogeneous Modeling Tools
Goal Definition
Stylebase for Eclipse can be used in combination with heterogeneous modeling tools.
Strategy
Database stores the XML representation of each data model in one last text field, thus being unaware of its internal structure. Runtime data structures are equally generic.
Evaluation
In the current version of the Stylebase for Eclipse, the support for heterogeneous modeling tools is implemented solely on the database level. In the 2 nd scenario we saw that database schema and other memory objects are ignorant to the internal structure of a data model and, consequently, can store the output of any modeling tool. This enables users to use the Stylebase for Eclipse with a modeling tool of their choice. However, the 3 rd scenario disclosed that the originally defined implementation strategy is not fully sufficient. Users wishing to share data have to agree on the use of the same modeling tool. This reduces integrability with other plug-ins and decreases the usefulness of the global knowledge base. In order to fully achieve this goal, architecture must provide framework for building converters.
Status
The goal is partially achieved.
I2: Integrability with Third-Party Plug-Ins
Goal Definition
Plug-ins in the product family can be integrated with third-party plug-ins with minimum development effort and as "blax box" components.
Strategy
Each plug-in must implement comprehensive and learnable programming interface, i.e. access points.
Evaluation
The current set of access points is sufficient for integrating the core plug-in with other plug-ins in the modeled scenarios. The core plug-in implements three access points: one for sending GUI events programmatically to Controller, one for reading and updating data in the Model and one for SQLlevel access to stylebase. Access points contain a comprehensive set of functions because they are derived from internal component interfaces illustrated in (Fig. 3) . Even though the Controller access point is not used in any scenario, it proves to be useful when one wants to launch already built functionality from the user interface of another plug-in. In fact, this is exactly how the Project Wizard access point of the Eclipse Modelling Framework is used in the 3 rd scenario.
Status
The goal is fully achieved.
I3: Support for Parallel Development of Plug-Ins
Goal Definition
Product family architecture consists of several plug-ins which can be developed independently of each other.
Strategy
Plug-ins are reasonably small in size. They should communicate only via the pre-defined access points and extension points, thus enabling dynamic binding.
Evaluation
The current version of the Stylebase for Eclipse contains only two plug-ins. The core plug-in uses an access point to utilize the functionality of the help plug-in as illustrated in (Fig. 3) . Even though the current core plug-in seems reasonably small, the 1 st scenario proved that it might become necessary to split it into even smaller parts (see the evaluation of the goal I8). However, the current plug-in composition seems practical for the time being. The requirement was also taken into account while modeling the scenarios. Therefore, several new plug-ins were introduced and access and extension points were defined for communication. The goal is easy to achieve because Eclipse supports loose coupling and dynamic binding of plug-ins by design.
Status
I4: Style Conformance of Product Family Architecture
Goal Definition
The architectural styles of plug-ins in the product family conform to each other. The product family architecture is simple and learnable.
Strategy
Only one or few styles are used product family wide, and the main patterns are used several times. Rationale for used patterns and styles is presented.
Evaluation
The Model-View-Controller has been selected as the main architectural style of the core plug-in for reasons explained previously (see section "Software Architecture of the Stylebase for Eclipse"). The modifications made in the scenarios do not force changes in the selected style. In fact, scenarios 2 and 3 demonstrate that dependent plug-ins can adapt the same architectural style and the style conformance in the product family is thereby maintained. The Adapter and Facade patterns, which efficiently support integrability and extensibility, can be used product family wide.
Status
I5: Substitutability of the Third Party Subcomponents
Goal Definition
Third party subcomponents can be replaced with minimum development effort / without changing the existing architectural style.
Strategy
Dependencies on third-party subcomponents are localized. Design patterns which support integrability are used.
Evaluation
The third party subcomponent -MySQL database -is replaced in the first scenario. MySQL can be replaced with another relational database with relatively small development effort. This is because MySQL specific functionality is encapsulated into one class (Facade) and hidden beyond a generic interface. Facade can easily be transformed into an Adapter to provide support for other types of SQL clients. In practice, there is a problem in the fact that the syntax of some SQL clauses may not be supported by all database products. The current version does not implement any structure for solving the issue. The scenario reveals another problem when replacing MySQL database with a file database. In the current version, the Model Administrator class takes care of both updating the Container and constructing SQL statements. It is therefore an unnecessarily hard work to divide it into two plug-ins as in scenario 1. In both cases, the primary architectural style remains intact.
Status
I6: Support for Parallel Development of Subcomponents
Goal Definition
Each plug-in consists of several subcomponents which can be developed independently from each other, but still operate as a coherent whole.
Strategy
Subcomponents are reasonably small in size and communicate via controlled interfaces.
Evaluation
As illustrated by (Fig. 3) , all components of the core plug-in communicate via controlled interfaces. As long as the plug-in size is kept small (see goal I3), the individual subcomponents are not likely to grow too large either. In all scenarios, new features are implemented as dependent plugins and therefore the size of core components remains small and parallel development is facilitated. However, the modeling of the 2 nd scenario indicates that -unless a new plug-in is introduced -adding a new feature would affect each component of the core plug-in: the Model, View and Controller. In fact, most new features would include a new user interface element (View), reaction to the input from the user interface (Controller) and modifying information in a new way (Model). Therefore a very small enhancement -such as adding a button for loading quality attributes from text filewould require updating all three components. In the ModelView-Controller architecture, simultaneous development of main components may not be straightforward, which highlights the importance of the goal I3.
Status
The goal is mostly achieved.
E1: Capacity to Store Completely New Types of Data Models
Goal Definition
In addition to patterns, the knowledge base supports storing of various types of architectural styles, e.g. macro, micro and reference architectures plus other, so far undefined, types of styles and patterns.
Strategy
Database stores the XML representation of each data model in one large text field, thus being unaware of its structure. Runtime memory structures are equally generic.
Evaluation
This goal was already included in the initial requirement specification of the Stylebase for Eclipse [43] . The strategy for the goal is exactly the same as the one used to ensure support for heterogeneous data models in the goal I3. Scenario 3 demonstrates that database and other memory objects do not anyhow dictate on the structure of a model being stored. This ensures that the database can store new types of patterns and styles without any changes to the database schema.
Status
E2: Support for Building Downstream Plug-Ins
Goal Definition
Dependent plug-ins can be built without touching the source code of the core plug-in / without detailed knowledge of its internal workings.
Strategy
Each plug-in implements a comprehensive set of extension points for downstream plug-ins to use.
Evaluation
The scenarios demonstrate that the current set of extension points is not optimal. The core plug-in implements two extension points: one is for enhancing user interface with new views or menu items and another one is for adding new types of Model objects. The View Extension Point is used in both 2 nd and 3 rd scenario. The 2 nd scenario suggests that the Model Extension Point may not be needed because the current memory object is flexible enough to store practically any kind of data model. In turn, the first scenario indicates that two new extension points should be added: one for adding support to heterogeneous SQL clients and another one adding new types of Model Administrators.
Status
E3: Expandable Plug-In Architecture
Goal Definition
Architecture of each plug-in can be extended with minimum development effort without changing the existing architectural style.
Strategy
Architectural styles and design practices which support extensibility are used.
Evaluation
Scenarios demonstrate that there is no need to change the selected architectural style when adding new features or services. On the contrary, the Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture promotes extensibility. In MVC architecture, same views may be used to show data from different models. For example, in the 2 nd scenario, the Style Relations Plug-in can reuse views of the core plug-in for showing its own information. Because MVC allows multiple representations of the same information, Style Relations Plug-in can also implement views which show content from the Model of the core plug-in. Furthermore, dependent plug-ins, which adapt the same architectural style, do not need to implement all three components -Model, View and Controller -independently. They can rely on one or more respective components of a core plug-in as in the 3 rd scenario.
On the design level, Facade pattern is used to reduce dependencies of outside code on the inner workings of a component or software library. When the wrapper needs to support polymorphic behavior, Facade can easily be transformed to an Adapter. Expanding of the architecture is also eased by that fact that subcomponents communicate via controlled interfaces. For example, we noticed in the 1 st scenario that a new type of Model Administrator class can be hidden behind an existing interface which saves development effort.
Status
Summary of Evaluation Results
The evaluation revealed that five of the nine quality goals were fully implemented in the architecture. One quality was covered mostly and three were covered only partly by the architecture. Table 6 summarizes the results of the IE evaluation and shows which of the modeled scenarios where used in the evaluation of each quality goal.
Improvement Suggestions
The first scenario demonstrated that two new extension points should be added. Firstly, there should be an extension point for adding support to new types of SQL clients. This is because some users may want to integrate the Stylebase for Eclipse with their own relational database system rather than install MySQL. An extension point for adding a new type of Model Administrator class would also be desirable -and, in fact, compulsorily, if the primary Model Administrator is relocated into a separate plug-in as in the scenario 1. It was also demonstrated that the Model Administrator needs to be divided into two separate parts. One should be responsible for building SQL statements and another one for updating the Container component. In the future, the product is likely to need to support other types of databases than SQL ones and therefore it is necessary to separate the SQL statement construction from the core functionality. The reconstruction of the Model Administrator is important also because SQL clauses may be specific to one particular database product. As highlighted by the 3rd scenario, it is evident that product must implement a framework for building converters which translate a data model generated by one modeling tool into a format understood by another tool. While the community does not have resources to implement converters from every tool to another, a good framework should encourage users to implement their own and hopefully contribute them back to the community. In order to maximize outside participation, the converter component must be combinable with any Eclipse plug-in, not just Stylebase for Eclipse.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Integrability and extensibility might be the most important evolution qualities of future product families. This is because future software systems will mainly be based on collaborative software development, where several partners are developing complex products together, each of them focusing on their own competencies and the parts of the systems that provide profit and added value to the company. Needs for integrability of product families arise from the extended use of the third party components and services. Extensibility is required because of rapidly changing markets and the need for innovative new products in order to compete successfully in the market. The significance of extensibility and integrability is especially highlighted in open source software development because of its collaborative nature and de-centralized requirements engineering process.
The IEE method (together with the QRF method) covers all the phases of software family engineering that are related to architecture development: specification of the quality goals, transferring quality goals to architectural models, and evaluating how the defined quality goals are achieved by the architecture. Each phase comprises a set of steps and a number of specific activities that have to be carried out during the phase. In this paper, we addressed how to apply the IEE method in the context of open source software.
The results of applying the IEE method to the case study show that most of the quality goals were met. Three qualities were covered only partly by the architecture. The evaluation brought concrete benefits by revealing areas in which the existing architecture must be improved. For example, the first scenario demonstrated that two new extension points should be added. It was also demonstrated that the Model Administrator needs to be divided into two separate parts. The 3rd scenario made it evident that the product must implement a framework for building converters which translate a data model generated by one modeling tool into a format understood by another tool.
The IEE method is intended for evaluating integrability and extensibility on the architecture level (i.e. from models) and not on the implementation level (i.e. from source code). However, the modeling of the first change scenario demonstrated that sometimes code level issues may have significant impact on IE qualities. When replacing MySQL database client with variants, it was noted that all database servers may not support the SQL syntax used. This issue is undoubtedly important but cannot be seen from ordinary architectural models. Therefore, a comprehensive architectural mismatch analysis [13] is needed to verify both syntactic and semantic compliance of interfaces. Otherwise, certain implementation issues may go unnoticed when evaluating integrability and extensibility from architectural models.
The method is aimed for cost effective and repeated use by software architects. According to our experience, the scenario modeling is laborious in the beginning (i.e. before an architecture gets used to the technique), but becomes fast and easy by rehearsing. In order to make this paper accessible, the scenarios were explained in detail. In practice, an experienced architect can model scenarios rather quickly and then proceed to the evaluation phase. The scenario models may also be reused as design documents later on (i.e. if a scenario realizes there is a ready implementation plan at hand).
The case study started from a single product considered as a key product, around which the family was initiated. Thus, there is no experience on how effective the method is when it is systematically applied during the whole life cycle of a product family. In the latter case, the method may be used even hundreds of times in different situations. If the evaluation is made systematically and the evaluation results are stored in a knowledge base, e.g. in a stylebase, the collected experience can be reused in architecture development. This may lead to a situation in which the architecture meets its quality goals already after the first iteration, which means cost effective development of high quality products and more evolvable product families. 
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